§ 1. Introduction
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Since the usefulness of the method of eigenvalue problem in crystal statistics of Ising ferromagnets was made evident by Kramers and vVannier'!) Montroll,2) Lassettre and Howe,S) and others, remarkable progresses have been achieved in the two-dimensional cases of no magnetic field. Namely, Onsager 4 ) at first established a theory which allowed him to obtain an exact solution of the twodimensional square net. But because of its very complicated structure, it was not possible to attack other lattice types until Nambu,5l Husimi and Syoji,6) and especially Kaufman 7 ) contracted the formalism considerably. Now three typical lattice types are in our hand. As already mentioned, the problems of the square net were investigated in full detail by Onsager himself and by Kaufman. Husimi and Syoji calculated the exact eigenvalues of the honeycomb problem, and Wannier R ) also treated the latter, reducing it to a kind of square net and applying the Onsager-Kaufman's method. Furthermore, using the so-called dual transformation they went to the case of triangular lattice and discussed its thermodynamic behayior. Although the dual transformation is useful when the spin-spin couplings are isotropic in three directions, and although it can give the partition function of the entire crystal, all results obtained through the transformation from the honeycomb lattice cannot be said to describe the whole aspects of the lattice under consideration, for not only the case of anisotropic couplings but also the problems regarding the propagation of order inside the crystal cannot be treated at all_ But the author does not know anyone ever has attacked dhectly the triangular problems on the Onsager-Kaufman's line.
On the other hand, Nambu 6 ) and Newelln} formulated another method, in which spins are added one by one on screwed lattice points. Their results were exactly the same as those of Onsager in the case of square net. A merit of this method is that it is easily applicable to the triangular lattice, which indeed NewelPO) solved in the anisotropic case. In this method, however, there are defects that the eigenfunctions are hardly obtainable and that therefore the propagation of order is unknown. Moreover, it is difficult to apply the method to the honeycomb lattice.
At the present status of our problems, it is desired that statistical problems o()f two-dimensional lattices in general are investigated on the way of Onsager and Kaufman. So we attempted the generalization of Onsager-Kaufman's method so as to be applicable to various lattice types, and succeeded to solve the triangular and a few other lattices straightforwardly. Lattices with rather longer periods of translational symmetry are difficult to be handled by our method. § 2. Transf ormation of lattice types; Method of imaginary couplings
Onsager-Kaufman's formalism is in itself proper for the square net. It is In principle applicable to all kinds of square nets, but to other lattice types its direct application is not always allowed. As shown by Wannier, the honeycomb can be -considered as a kind of square net with respect to its statistical character, therefore it is in the range of Onsager-Kaufman's method. In the case of triangular lattice, however, no topological deformations are effective as in the honeycomb, in order to bring the former into a square net. Nevertheless, as described immediately below, this lattice can also be considered as a limiting case of a square net, so that Onsager-Kaufman's method is still of use. All other types of twodimensional lattices could be shown as well to be special cases of certain square nets.
We assume that a triangular lattice has anisotropic couplings as shown in Fig. 1 . Now suppose that we replace virtually every spin by a pair of spins, and that :spins in one and the same pair interact with each other with imaginary coupling parameter 1(, Real couplings are redistributed as shown in Fig. 2 . Now this new lattice is unquestionably a square one, therefore there are no difficulties to use the Onsager-Kaufman's method. Then, if we proceed to the limit K _ 00, two members of every pair coupled with K have to orient themselves parallel to each other. As a result, every pair behaves just as a single spin, i.e., we come back again to the original triangular one.
On the contrary, the limiting process 1{-O leads us to a honeycomb, as already shown by Wannier. Accordingly, the honeycomb and triangular lattices should be supposed as two opposing limits of square nets. At this point we could find the reason of their dual relation. We shall return to discussions on this relation once more in § 4.
In general, we can transform all the two-dimensional lattices into square nets by introducing zero and infinite couplings. When the transforms have the translational symmetry of lower than three steps in two directions, their statistical problems can easily be solved by Onsager-Kaufman's method, so are their limiting <:ases, i.e., the original ones. (i) Coupling K is transversal and tends to infinity.
In our formalism the central problem is to solve the eigenvalue problem of a certain operator J7 which is defined in the spin space and characteristic of the lattice under consideration. The cooperation of the coupling K is expressed in J7 through the following exponential factor for every pair of spins connected by that coupling:
where s, II and P', Q have the same meanings as in reference 7. If we suppose I( as sufficiently large, the above expression is easily transformed into the following form:
Now the operator -! {1-iP' Q} is a projection operator because of the following
and its eigenvalues equal to 1, or 0 for -iP'Q=ss'= +1 or -1 respectively.
Accordingly, the factor selects all the states in which two spins of every pair connected by the coupling K are parallel. Evidently it is the very thing that we expect of the infinite coupling. Unfortunately, since the projection operator is not a spin representation, we are forced to solve the eigenvalue problem with finite K and then let K tend to infinity at the final stage of calculations.
(ii) K is transversal and tends to zero.
There is nothing to say of this case, as lim exp (-iKP' Q) = 1.
K-+O
We are allowed to proceed with zero coupling from the start.
(iii) K is longitudinal and tends to infinity. A new step coupled through K with the previous one is described by the following operator
As K' tends to infinity, K* does to zero, and thus the operator does to exp.K, as is easily expected. Evidently this exponential is nothing but a Boltzmann factor due to our imaginary coupling, so we can omit it after all. Thus we may safely assume that:
As a result we can ignore all the factors including the coupling K' in Y and solve the eigenvalue problem of the rest.
(iv) K is longitudinal and tends to zero.
In this case,
which is not a spin representation. Therefore we must postpone the limiting process until the application of the theory of spin representation is performed and eigenvalues are revealed. § 4. The triangular and the honeycomb lattices
As a starting point we take a square net shown in Fig. 1 , where couplings J and K alternate in one direction, and couplings Land M do in another direction.
As usual we close the lattice by 2m steps in the former direction and by 2n steps in the latter one. According to the formalism of Onsager and Kaufman, the eigenvalue problem characteristic to our lattice is related to the following operator Y, if we construct the lattice step by step in the direction along which the couplings J and K operate: (1) 
and J=J/kT.
etc.
As already discussed in detail in the last section. now we can go at once t() the triangular case. Most easily we can reach there by putting .K _ 00, K * _ O.
Then we should remove all the factors dependent on K and K>It in V. As a result the operator V (tl of our eigenvalue problem takes the following form:
where " "
Now we are ready for the triangular problems and the straightforward calculations analogous to Kaufman's will lead us to the partition function and other properties of this lattice.
On the other hand, if we put K-O in Eq. (2), the resulting operator V(A} should correspond to the honeycomb lattice, as was often stated. The result is (5) where
Here we can have an insight into the origin of the dual relation between the triangular and the honeycomb lattices. For this purpose we may carry out the following transformation D on V(Al, which is the same as Onsager used previously in order to prove the self-dual character of square nets:
(It should be noted here that the dual relation between triangular and the honey-
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T. YAMAMOTO (;omb lattices is half due to the self-dual property of their common progenitor.) Then we have (7) where V/ j and K interchanged in VI' (8) If we compare Eqs. (3), (4), (7) and (8), we can recognize with ease that there exists a close parallelism between V (I) and V (10) . So as to avoid unnecessary confusions and make correspondenceclearer.-we alter the notations of couplings ()n the honeycomb side, i.e.,
L-J, K-L, j-M.
Then, we may tabulate the correspondence as follows:
Except for differences which will be described just below, y(t) equals to the Hermitian conjugate of j1 (It) because of Hermitian character of their components V's. The differences in question are as follows: First YCI) has a factor n _ n n (2 sinh 2J) 2" whereas V Clt ) does (2 sinh 2L) 2" • (2 sinh 2M) T, secondly the parameters j, L, and M on one side are just replaced by its asterisks on the other side, and thirdly a few factors including U seem to disturb the above correspondence. However, it can be proved that the last mentioned unpleasant feature is only apparent and we are allowed to disregard it entirely. (See Ap-:pendix.) Accordingly, if we denote one of eigenvalues
is also a member of those of ye h ), i.e., of VC"), provided the following condition is satisfied:
. .
Remembering the relation between the partition function of a lattice per spin f and the eigenvalues of the V, we can conclude without difficulty the following .equation:
where f (I) and I''') refer to the triangular and the honeycomb lattices, respectively.
Eq. (10) reduces to the so-called dual relation first pointed out by Wannierl) when we put .1-L=M. Thus this equation may be called the generalized dual relation between the two anisotropic lattices under consideration. § 5. Conclusion vVe proposed a method which enables us to reduce statistical problems of general two-dimensional lattices to those of square ones so that Onsager-Kaufman's method can be used straightforwardly. By this method, indeed, most of the physically interesting lattices can be treated systematically, but lattices with longer period of translational symmetry could hardly be handled.
The triangular and the honeycomb lattices were treated simultaneously, and particularly their dual relation was given in the most general form.
The work here reported has been partly supported by the Scientific Research Expenditure of the Education Ministry.
Appendix
In case of square nets, it could be easily seen from Kaufman's article that the self-dual character is not disturbed by the presence of factors including U, although he did not take care of them explicitly. Since our two lattices are two limiting cases of one and the same square net, namely, the one is derived by K ~ CD and the other by K ~ 0, it is almost self-evident that also their dual relation will not be infh:enced by such factors.
In order to show this vividly, we should go from our spin space to a linear space spanned by P's and Q's, and investigate rotations in that space which induce spin representations expressed by V's. For this purpose it is more convenient to compare vet) not with Y(l') but with V,h) directly.
Before entering into this space, we must eliminate U from V's after Kaufman.
As a result our problem splits into two parts which can be treated separately. Namely: Vi(l) and V 2 ± are easily found in the form: 
(L)s(M)s(J*) -ic(L)s(M)c( j*) s(L)s(Jll) ic(M)2s(J*) -s(L )c(M )s(J*)c(J*) -is(L)c(M)c(J*)2 + c~L)c(Jl1)c(J*)

is (L)c(L)s (J*r -s(L)c(L)s(J*)c( j*) -ic(Lrs(J*) c(L)c(M)c(J*) +s(L)s(M)
+ is(L)c(M)c(J*) -s(L)c(lI1')s(j*)
.and 
s(Lr s( /*)2 is (L)2s(J*)c(J*) -s(L)c(L)s(J*) -is(L)c(M)c(J*) -ic(L)s(M)
c(J) is(j) -is(J) c(l) ±is(J) c(J)
In order to make comparison with B,(tl± easier, we prefer to calculate the Hermitian conjugate of Y(AJ which has evidently the same eigenvalues as the original one. Then after multiplication of matrices in the reversed order as in Y(hl, we arrive at just the same form as B,(t l ±, i.e., where asterisk means Hermitian conjugate of matrix and changes of coupling parameters into its asterisks simultaneously. Thus we have proved the dual relation between the triangular and the honeycomb lattices exactly.
